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**Green Top Fire Detonator**

**APPLICATION:**
Cobalt based CLCP (lead free, non-primary energetic material), initiating detonator. Used in top-fire operations to initiate detonating cord in non-exposed gun systems with a 99.99% initiation reliability @ 95% confidence level.

**RATING:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEMPERATURE RATING:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>425F (218C) for 1hr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400F (205C) for 12hrs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300F (149C) for 100hrs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPECIFICATIONS:**

| TYPE: | RF-Safe Top-Fire |
| RESISTANCE: | 0.800 M - 1.100 M |
| ALL-FIRE LEVEL: | 300 volts (DC) |
| NO-FIRE LEVEL: | 55 volts (DC) Held for 5 minutes |

**EXPLOSIVES:**

| BASE CHARGE: | 5.12 grains (CLCP) |
| PRIMARY EXPLOSIVE: | None |

**PACKAGING:**

| QUANTITY PER BOX: | 10 |
| NET EXPLOSIVE WEIGHT: | 5.12 grains (0.332 grams) |
| NET ITEM WEIGHT: | 20 grams |
| TOTAL PACKAGE WEIGHT: | 13.0 lb / 5.9 kg |
| BOX DIMENSIONS: | 12 in. X 9 in. X 6 in. |
| SHELF LIFE: | 5 years from DOM (in original packaging) |
| PACKAGE TYPE: | 5.12 grains (0.332 grams) |

**Detonator Part Number:** 2-300770-1

**D.O.T EX Number:** EX2016010238

**Shipping Class:** 1.4S

**CE Number:** 0080.EXP.17.0021

**UN Number:** UN0456

**IMPORTANT NOTES**

Detonator was certified RF-Safe by Franklin Applied Physics Laboratory. Will withstand up to 10 GHz @ 100 V/m and conforms to API RP-67.

This detonator is designed for use in non-exposed, Top-Fire hardware applications. Note that a special GE Quick Change sleeve and detonator block are required for the Top-Fire GreenDet detonator. This hardware is easily distinguished with a spiral pattern design on the outer body, and contains separate part numbers. Please reference the user manual (MAN-DET-TFG) for more details on hardware and installation.

The part numbering for the new GE Quick Change assemblies for use with the Top-Fire Green Det™ detonator are listed below:

- AS90275DB - QC 3-1/8" SAFE FIRE
- AS90330DB - QC 2-3/4" SAFE FIRE x GO BX
- AS90330QCDB - QC 2-3/4" SAFE FIRE x QC PN
"TOP FIRE" GREEN DET QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE

3-1/8" Quick Change:

- 3-1/8" QC COLLAR SAFE FIRE (LAF00642)
- Thread (2-3/4" - 6 ACME)
- 3-1/8" Quick Change Body
- TOP FIRE "GREEN DET" (2-300770-1)
- 3-1/8" DETONATOR BLOCK (LAF00645)
- % NOTE – The above systems are also compatible with the "DET-3050-008" Detonator also.
- The Top Fire Green Det (2-300770-1) is NOT compatible with the Standard QC Collars and Det Block or Shooting Adaptors - THESE MUST BE CHANGED!
- The ADP-1562-005, AES-4244, and ADA6100 shooting adaptors are only compatible with the DET-3050-008.

1-9/16" Shooting Adapter:

- Firing Head Adapter 1-1/2" OD (AES-A58005)
- Top Gun Thread 1-6/8" thru 5-1/2" TAG 1-6/8" 12 STUB ACME
- TOP FIRE "GREEN DET" (2-300770-1)
- SHOOTING ADAPTOR, 1-9/16" OD (ADP-1562-005)

2-3/4" Quick Change:

- 2-3/4" QC COLLAR SAFE FIRE (LAF00646)
- Thread (1-5/8" - 6 ACME)
- 2-3/4" Quick Change Body
- TOP FIRE "GREEN DET" (2-300770-1)
- 2-3/4" Detonator Block (LAF00647)
- TAG TOP SUB 2-3/4" to 2-7/8" (TAG-XXXX-280X)
- % NOTE – The above systems are also compatible with the "DET-3050-008" Detonator also.
- The Top Fire Green Det (2-300770-1) is NOT compatible with the Standard QC Collars and Det Block or Shooting Adaptors - THESE MUST BE CHANGED!
- The ADP-1562-005, AES-4244, and ADA6100 shooting adaptors are only compatible with the DET-3050-008.
**Warning:** Explosives are destructive by nature! Do not attempt to disassemble or alter the detonator in any manner! Do not crush, hammer, pinch, impact, pull wires or abuse the detonator or any explosive!

**Warning:** Be sure to follow safe operating practices in accordance with API RP-67, and with governmental regulations, company policies and manufacturer’s recommendations!

Owen Oil Tools’ Green RSCB Detonators are designed to detonate when an electrical voltage greater than 55 volts DC is applied. The Green Detonator is a Reactive Semi-Conductor Bridge electrical detonator manufactured to comply with API RP-67 recommendations and exhibits a 0.8 - 1.1 MΩ resistance in the firing circuit when measured with an approved blasters meter. The Detonator is designed to be used in hollow steel carrier or scalloped gun systems in a top-fire application where the detonator has a directional output designed to initiate a bi-directional booster. The Green Detonator is intended to be used in operating conditions less than 425°F for 1 hour. Special hardware is required to house the Green Detonator and adapt it to conventional wireline tools between the CCL and the perforating gun.

The user should satisfy themselves, as to the suitability of this product for the user's application.

### 1.0 Procedures for Panel Setup and Firing RSCB type Detonators

1.1 Before attaching a gun or detonator to the wireline cable:

   • Short circuit the tool string below the CCL.
   • Apply DC voltage and adjust the rheostat to achieve 1.0 amp (or to a maximum of 300VDC).
   • Mark the rheostat location, then return the rheostat to zero.

1.2 When ready to fire a gun or detonator downhole, increase the power to the firing circuit from 0 to the 1.0 amp rheostat position over 4-6 seconds until the detonator fires.

**Note:** If an alternative firing technique is used, do not surge the firing circuit with power as it may cause the detonator to fail and a misrun to occur.
2.0 Safety Shields

2.1 Safety shields are available for the RSCB Detonators for purposes of arming the detonators according to API RP-67. All detonators should be armed electrically before ballistic.

2.2 Please see the following table to select the appropriate safety shield according to the system being used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
<th>SAFETY SHIELD PART #</th>
<th>REQUIRED ADDITIONAL HARDWARE</th>
<th>HARDWARE PART #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.562&quot; Shooting Adapter</td>
<td>TAG-1562-078SHL</td>
<td>NONE</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.75&quot; Quick Change</td>
<td>DET-0100-157</td>
<td>Modified Detonator Block</td>
<td>ADP-2750-224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.25&quot; Quick Change</td>
<td>DET-0100-158</td>
<td>Modified Detonator Block</td>
<td>ADP-3250-224</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.0 Safe Arming 1.688\-2.5” Threaded Gun Systems

**Warning:** Detonators should be removed from their packaging only in the loading/arming area at the time of arming! The loading area should be free of any sources of electrical current or possible RF sources that could energize the detonator.

**Warning:** If a detonation event does occur with the safety shield then it should be thrown away. It is only good for a single detonation event.

3.1 Smaller size gun system hardware utilizes a shooting adapter that has a box connection at each end. Be sure to select the proper size safety shield for the gun size/firing head being utilized.

3.2 Inspect the shooting adapter prior to inserting the detonator; the ID should be 0.50" (1.27cm) and free of debris.

3.3 Fully thread the appropriate sized safety shield into the bottom thread of the shooting adapter.

**Warning:** A groove has been cut through the threads of the safety shield to allow gas pressure to exhaust if a detonation was to occur. Keep this exhaust port pointed away from yourself or anyone else while handling. If a detonation occurs all fragments are contained, but the rapid release of gas pressure can still cause injury.
3.4 Remove the detonator from its packaging and insert it into the top of the shooting adapter.

3.5 The person handling the detonator should have possession of the shooting panel key and the shooting panel must also be shunted so that no power can be supplied to the wireline. Use a blasters meter to verify that no power is being supplied to the wireline.

3.6 Thread the shooting adapter onto the firing head. This will electrically connect the detonator to the wireline cable or cable connections in accordance with API RP-67 (Electric Before Ballistic Arming).

![Diagram of Green Top Fire Detonator components]

**Note:** An electrical check of the detonator’s firing circuit may be conducted while the detonator is confined within the safety shield, shooting adapter, and firing head assembly. The firing head must be disconnected from the wireline. Using an approved blasters meter for testing explosive circuits, the detonator will read a resistance of 0.8 to 1.1 MΩ. To check detonator resistance, place one probe of the blasters meter on the center conductor of the firing head and the other on the outside of the shooting adapter. If a poor connection has been made then the resistance will be high. Make sure all the components are clean to allow the detonator to properly ground through the shooting adapter.

3.7 The safety shield can now be removed from the shooting adapter in order to make the ballistic connection to the top sub of the gun system.

**Note:** Owen recommends the use of a bi-directional booster in the gun top sub. The Det Cord may be cut 1.250 inches short to minimize swelling of the Top Sub thread and seal diameter. This will place the Bi-Directional Booster 1.250 inches inside the Booster Support Tube which locates it further from the detonator. Care must be taken to ensure the Bi-Directional Booster is properly located during assembly. These recommendations are only for 1.563” – 2.50” guns.
3.8 Complete the mechanical assembly by attaching the shooting adapter to the gun top sub taking care not to force, pinch, crush, or impact the explosive components.

4.0 Safe Arming 2.75” - 7.00”

**Warning:** Detonators should be removed from their packaging only in the loading/arming area at the time of arming! The loading area should be free of any sources of electrical current or possible RF sources that could energize the detonator.

**Warning:** If a detonation event does occur with the safety shield then it should be thrown away. It is only good for a single detonation event.

4.1 The larger size gun system hardware utilizes a quick change with an Owen modified detonator block. Select the proper size safety shield for the quick change and detonator block being utilized.

4.2 Inspect the Owen modified detonator block prior to inserting the detonator; the ID should be 0.50” (1.27cm) and free of debris.

4.3 Slide the appropriate sized safety shield onto the bottom of the Owen modified detonator block to line up the set screws with the groove. Once lined up, thread the set screws all the way in until they bottom out in the groove.

**Warning:** The safety shield allows pressure to exhaust around the detonator block upwards. If a detonation occurs all fragments are contained, but the rapid release of gas pressure can still cause injury.

4.4 Remove the detonator from its packaging and insert it into the top of the detonator block.

4.5 The person handling the detonator should have possession of the shooting panel key and the shooting panel must also be shunted so that no power can be supplied to the wireline. Use a blasters meter to verify that no power is being supplied to the wireline.
4.6 Thread the detonator block onto the quick change. Slide the quick change collar up and out of the way in order to thread on the detonator block. This will electrically connect the detonator to the wireline cable or cable connections in accordance with API RP-67 (Electric Before Ballistic Arming).

Note: An electrical check of the detonator’s firing circuit may be conducted while the detonator is confined within the safety shield, shooting adapter, and firing head assembly. Using an approved blasters meter for testing explosive circuits, the detonator will read a resistance of .8 to 1.1 MΩ. To check the resistance, place one probe of the blasters meter on the center conductor of the quick change and the other on the outside of the detonator block. If a poor connection has been made then the resistance will be high. Make sure all of the components are clean to allow the detonator to properly ground through the detonator block.

4.7 The safety shield can now be removed from the detonator block in order to make the ballistic connection to the top sub of the gun system.

Note: Owen recommends the use of a bi-directional booster in the gun top sub. Make sure it is flush with the top sub or is recessed no more than 0.125” (0.32 cm) into the top sub. This prevents it from being pinched during assembly.

4.8 Complete the mechanical assembly by attaching the quick change to the gun top sub taking care not to force, pinch, crush, or impact the explosive components.